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39 Steps - no, not Hitchcock, but
How to get started with eFoprth as Arduino Sketch and control LEDs in Forth and more.
The procedure described here is not optimized, but works as I have worked my way through it exactly as is with the
shown results. And then asked others to replicate it in the same way.
1. Click on the picture with the nano, and you end up here

2.

Scroll down to Arduino
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3. There you find the line with the link to download the Sketch
for example using an ATmega328P Nano V3 Development Board (Geekcreit).
eForth as Arduino Sketch (C Sourcecode), and in txt.

4. Click on the link to download the sketch as zip
5. Create folder, for example call it ArduinoForth_test
6. Go to the folder where you downloaded the zip ( I downloaded it 3x as you can see)

7. Copy it from there and paste it into the ArduinoForth_test folder

8. Unzip thezip- file and 2 additional files have been added.
One of them is the sketch, the other one the same as ASCII file

9. This file we use now, describing the set-up procedure I have added now as well as you can see.

10. Now grab your Arduino, I used the nano, and start the IDE
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11. Point to the file you want to upload

12. You get a message that you had probably expected:

13. Folder created and sketch moved

14. Select the sketch and open file - and there it is
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15. Make sure you select the correct board – I use the nano

16. And the serial connection, here COMM11

17. Compile the sketch
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18.

No problems seen

19.

So, let’s upload

20. Done uploading, so the nano is prepared.
Unfortunately, this sketch needs an external Terminal program on the PC to to run. This is easily done.
Let us use Teraterm. The link is on the website:

21. The link for download there: https://ttssh2.osdn.jp/index.html.en
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22.

Download it, as you downloaded the sketch, add it to our folder

23.

Click on the link Go to the download page
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24.

Scroll down to

25.

Download the zip as before

26. Copy the downloaded zip into the same folder
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27.

Unzip Teraterm.zip, and the view is

28.

Click on

29. And you see
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30. Click onto setup, then serial port

31.

Select PORT, if not given, here 11, select 115k baud, add in the delays 5 and 500

and hit New setting
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32.

AND YOU SEE SUCCESS

33. Push the ENTER key ( I pushed 2x ) and you see and are in control, dispayed is 0 0 0 0 ok>

34. As a first test type in words and Enter key and you see the “commands”, ready to be used. Some wrap around.

35. Now we have finished the installation and can have a rest.
36. We will add to this, but most of the relevant information is on the website.
37. Then the fun bit starts with switching the on-board LED on/off first, and more.
38. This will be for later, as the 39th step is the usual HELLO WORLD
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39. Just as a little example: the usual hello world as two options using the Interactive Programming
– NO upload, NO Compile.:

Yes, this is how easy it is to define and display text interactively.
Controlling the on-board LED and other 328 internal functions is similar:
Define the relevant WORDS, Stick them together like LEGO,
and hen all has been stuck together , the “house” is ready – meaning the application is ready.
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